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‘Financial Rebellion’ Episode 31: Where to Stash Your Cash in 2022

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Global systems of food and energy production are being increasingly targeted and dismantled as

part of the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Great Reset, a decades-old plan to seize control of

wealth and resources. Unbeknownst to many, we’re facing a battle of freedom versus slavery, and

if they win, the world’s resources will be owned and controlled by a technocratic elite, and you’ll

have to pay for the temporary use of everything.

One way to Hght back is to join what’s becoming known as the Great Resist, which entails

learning new methods of self-suJciency and resiliency. I describe them as “new” methods but,

really, many of them are more aptly described as old-fashioned — reverting back to “old timey”

methods that don’t rely on Wi-Fi and the internet, or even electricity.

In the above episode of Financial Rebellion featuring Hnance guru Catherine Austin Fitts, she

discusses how to safeguard your Hnances and invest in your community instead of tyrannical

governments and giant corporations. “Preparing for the worst is always safer than being caught

off guard by a crisis,” Financial Rebellion points out,  and Fitts gives practical, real-life advice for

doing so.

Think Small — and Like a Squirrel

I’ve dedicated several articles to prepping for food inRation and shortages of both food and

energy. However, attention must also be given to protecting your Hnancial health. Austin Fitts has

spent decades exposing corruption and fraud, both within the banking industry and government,

and she’s uniquely positioned to help you prepare for potential crisis.

Step No. 1? “Think small, and start thinking about all the ways you can spread your cash around

and put it in different places, including outside of the banking and brokerage system,” she says,

“but also how you can use your cash to permanently lower your expenses and permanently lower

your risk.”

To begin, think like a squirrel does when stashing away acorns for the winter. You want to have

your cash spread out, in “little pots all over the place.” This starts with keeping cash on hand in

your home, ideally in a Hreproof safe.

“One of the dangers of having cash or coin at home is people forget where they put it ... or you

have somebody come over to Hx the electricity and the next thing you know your cash or your

coins walk out. So I'm a great believer in having one or two Hreproof safes. The advantage of

having more than one is one can be hidden,” Austin Fitts says.

In addition to keeping some cash safely tucked away at home, Austin Fitts advises putting cash

in a depository and a good local bank. You can also keep your cash in a safe deposit box at a

local bank. “And again, think like a squirrel,” she says. “You don't want everything in every place

and at the local bank.”

You can also invest in silver and gold coins, even using them with your neighbors and community

as your own local form of currency, allowing you to break free from the centrally controlled

Hnancial system:

“Silver and gold coins are a great alternative to cash and they're very good as central

bank currency. Silver is way down. I just keep buying as it goes down. I love silver coins

... And this is something you can use with your neighbors. If you can get enough local

businesses and neighbors interested in working and, and sort of spinning money around

with gold and silver coins you can really get out of the system.”

At Austin Fitts’ website, The Solari Report, there is a silver and gold calculator  you can use to

exchange and transact with silver and gold coins.

Build Your Inventory of Real Assets

Building up your inventory of real assets is also important in times of crisis. Austin Fitts advises

keeping enough nonperishable food on hand to feed your family for two years, and stocking up

on as many other household goods as you can now, before inRation drives up the cost of goods

even more. According to Austin Fitts:

“SigniAcantly increase your nonperishables ... everything from stamps to whiskey to

honey to maple syrup to spare parts to equipment, there are so many things, if you have

the space, to build up your inventory of real assets that you and your neighbors really use

and have high utility, because the likelihood in the current inCation is they're only going to

go up in price.

So build up those nonperishables. You know, have two years of oEce supplies if you

need them. The next one, of course, is increase your perishables to the extent you can.

Big one is seeds. Get seeds, bulk food, get as much bulk food as you can, because if

you're going to supply food for two years, a lot of that can come from bulk food.”

Beyond this, investing in infrastructure is also wise and can lower your overhead costs

signiHcantly. Instead of leaving your cash sitting in an investment fund, for instance, sell your

stocks and put in a well on your property, or use it to build your own energy supply or partial

energy supply. Use money to plant gardens or orchards for food; join a local food co-op.

“Anything you can do to permanently lower your expenses ... take the cash out of the bank, put it

in building an infrastructure that permanently lowers your overhead in an inRationary

environment or an environment where we could see extreme income deRation, it's a great thing to

do,” Austin Fitts says.

Along with investing in infrastructure, you can improve your resiliency by bringing your home

equipment up to standard, meaning investing in nondigital equipment. “My refrigerator?

Nondigital. My stove? Nondigital, because I want to make sure they're in great condition and I

don't have to worry about them for the next couple of years ... I think it's going to get more and

more diJcult to take care of things. acquire more nonelectrical equipment,” she explains.

Toward that end, Austin Fitts advises investing in a library, including books on a wide variety of

do-it-yourself skills — everything from canning to gardening to mending to what to do in

emergencies are useful skills to help you survive in times of crisis, and it’s important that the

information be in hard copy format, oaine.

Other options include investing in a wood-burning stove and wiring your home to remove your

reliance on Wi-Fi while helping to mitigate EMFs. Home health care supplies and equipment are

also important to have on hand. “The more you can be your own doctor, take care of your own

health, invest in your health. That's what you need to deal with this environment,” Austin Fitts

says.

Debt also lowers your resiliency and puts you in a position where you have a higher overhead

every month. Getting rid of debt increases your resiliency, Austin Fitts says, “so I like to get rid of

it, whether or not it's Hnancially clever to have it. Get your credit cards off Hrst. Get student loan

off as soon as possible, auto, home equity, mortgage, everything.”

It’s About Freedom Versus Slavery

All of these practical tips allow you to be self-suJcient and reduce your reliance on an

increasingly corrupt system that’s going after complete control — of resources, Hnances and

humanity.

“They want to control the food supply ... if you can control the weather, the food supply

and the Anancial grid, you have complete control and you're back to slavery ... it's hard to

fathom that we're talking about people who want to achieve slavery. You know, I think

most people can't fathom why anybody would want to turn a billion people into slaves.

But that's what we're dealing with. That's the impulse.”

Austin Fitts references The Great Reset’s “new normal” dictum — the part where you will own

nothing and be happy. This isn’t a conspiracy theory; it’s part of WEF’s 2030 agenda.  She

explains:

“It's very simple. It's about central control. And it's about freedom versus slavery. And

when they say it's 2030 and you have no assets and you're happy, what they mean is it's

2030, we have taken all your assets and your mind control. That's what they mean.

So if you think they're not going to take your assets, you know, if you let them pick us off

one by one, if they shoot the herd one person at a time, and steal people's property, one

person at a time, and you say, well, they're stealing their property, but it's not me, then it's

only a matter of time.

If they can steal the private property of one person, then they can steal yours. That's how

the law works. That's why I always say the problem we have is a governance problem.

And they're trying to destroy individual and national sovereignty. And if we let them,

they're going to get everybody.”

Protecting Your Personal Security

Securing your boundaries on a personal, physical level is necessary in today’s world. You can do

this by properly securing your home as well as taking steps to more actively defend yourself and

follow your intuition or survival instincts when necessary:

“Another could be getting trained and purchasing and having available a Arearm or tasers

or other tools that can help you protect yourself. Another is situational awareness. One of

my favorite books is a book called ‘The Gift of Fear.’ It's written by a top security expert

and what he describes is why it's so important to trust your intuition.

Your intuition will often tell you if there's a problem. You have to learn how to trust it, and

in that capacity fear is a good thing. The other thing is martial arts. If you don't know how

to kick a person or hit them in the eyeballs, it's not a bad time to go take a course and

learn.”

If this all sounds overwhelming, Austin Fitts recommends you “turtle forth,” a phrase she came to

depend on in 1998, during a period of extraordinary stress.  When you “turtle forth,” you keep

moving forward, slowly and steadily, one step at a time — ignoring the bad around you and putting

your intention and energy on the positive.

“When you wake up the next day, progress has been made. Forward action is a “force multiplier.”

The divine intelligence has responded with a note of gratitude and support,” Austin Fitts wrote in

2014.  Her words hold true to this day:

“I tell people just turtle, just start. Just do what you can with what you have. Don't worry

about the fact that it all looks hopeless. Just start. I have on my refrigerator a big poster

from John Cage, the musician. It says, ‘Begin anywhere.’ So you just have to begin. It's

like, OK, I'm going to start into the future. And you're going to begin. So don't worry that

you can't do everything. Just pick a place and begin. And it's amazing how it snowballs.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,004 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Fantastic article! Thing is the personal situation starting in the Eighties being hit not only by the same messes as everyone else; layoffs,

plant/job closings, recession, soft landings, bank crisis, what not, these situations were faced with little income, you couldn't buy a job if

you wanted too. The area went from small town Hlling most of our basic needs, abundant jobs, to boarded up store fronts. However,

each "Turtle Step" along the way started right from the beginning. Less turned out to be more, meaning a constant effort to be debt free,

to make what little money was available was folded back into tools and projects to create as much independence, self-reliance as

possible.

Less dependence on shiny Ravor of the week things, and more satisfaction with having the things actually worth having. While not

totally off grid, still able to withstand better than if it was not pursued. Hard times? Absolutely. At the same time, real wealth is

gratifying & each hardship focused the light on what is really the most important. Like real friends opposed to fair weather, status. Each

turtle step taken creates a better stronger foundation whether one is in hard times or not.

Trick is, when times are fat, salt away resources to pick things up you need when things settle out and become available when the cost

drop. Then you are prepared if and when a new cycle hits & you're in far better shape even if it doesn't. Creation provides what we need

if we engage with it properly. Predator$ create or contaminate real wealth to create scarcities in order to grow Power & Control, it's their

money system so they already control it. Water is true wealth, if you get access to it. Ram pumps - https/.../watch  and , hand pumps,

wells, www.youtube.com/watch
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Yes, Just, water is wealth. He who has land, some seeds and water can go on living. Water is scarce and the sources are far from

the cities. Water plays a vital role in public health, economic growth, and environmental sustainability, but only about 0.01

percent of the earth's water is drinkable, an amount that is declining year after year due to pollution. Some 36% of the world's

population, or 2.4 billion people, live in water-scarce regions and 52% will experience severe water scarcity by 2050. Access to

water supplies in cities is limited. By 2030, water use is expected to increase by 40% thanks to a combination of factors such as

climate change, human action and population growth, although today it is already excessive in some cities. The US is one of the

countries that consumes the most water per capita. (See link)

www.statista.com/statistics/263156/water-consumption-in-selected-count..  

Some key factors contribute to the increase in freshwater consumption, including population growth, urbanization, and quality of

life. As those things increase, so does the amount of water we consume. But it is not only human consumption that contributes

to the growing use of water. Countries also use fresh water for industry, irrigation, ranching, and other purposes. All of that is

included in the annual water footprint statistics reported in this publication by WQP (Water Quality Products) and attributed to

Waterless Co. Inc. According to that publication, these are the 10 countries that use the most water and how much they use

annually. www.enpress.com/.../top-water-consuming-countries
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Environmental problems, together with climate change, cause the crises associated with water resources that occur throughout

the world. Floods, droughts and water pollution are aggravated by the degradation of vegetation cover, soils, rivers and lakes.

When we neglect ecosystems, access to water resources, essential to survive and prosper, becomes diJcult. At this link, there is

a wealth of information about water, including quality, wastewater, ecosystems, etc. www.unwater.org/unwater-publications

 Drought and other extremes impact water pollution. One in 10 Americans depends on the Colorado River for bathing and

drinking. Record temperatures last fall reduced Colorado's winter 2018 snowpack to 66% of normal, raising concerns about water

shortages downstream.

Declining snow cover is not all that affects water supplies. Changes in plant communities that function to absorb nutrients,

process contaminants, and Hlter sediment as water moves downstream, increasing the chance that water quality, not just water

supply, will be threatened for a warm atmosphere. There is also an accumulation of groundwater nitrates and nitrous oxide

emissions to the air in major agricultural regions. newscenter.lbl.gov/2018/10/10/how-drought-and-other-extremes-impact-wa..
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Groundwater provides almost half of all the world's drinking water, and most of all groundwater withdrawn is used in agriculture

and industry, such as textiles, polluting rivers with dangerous substances. Groundwater is an important part of climate change

adaptation, and climate variability is increasing pressure on groundwater resources; causing contamination and over-extraction

problems. US water pollution maps www.americangeosciences.org/critical-issues/maps/surf-your-watershed

 www.nasa.gov/feature/jpl/study-maps-hidden-water-pollution-in-us-coast..

 www.usgs.gov/news/Hrst-its-kind-interactive-map-brings-together-40-ye..  In this review many articles on the impacts of

drought on the water quality of freshwater systems.

Prolonged periods of drought are among the phenomena that could have a greater impact on photoinduced processes. Drought

affects water availability (reRected in reduced water depth, sediment transport, and water chemistry. The impact of droughts on

nutrient Rows and salt concentrations have also been understood as responses to drought. Watersheds with signiHcant point

source pollution typically experience deteriorating water quality during drought due to reduced dilution.
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Droughts can reduce the dilution capacity of surface waters and lead to the accumulation of pollutants from point sources,

including urban wastewater. Recent studies show that drought can have a pronounced effect on drinking water quality, including

taste and odor episodes, increased color, increased turbidity, pathogens, and control diJculties. Higher temperatures and heat

waves could create more favorable conditions for algal growth in nutrient-rich water bodies; Furthermore, a warmer climate

could favor the dominance of cyanobacteria on phytoplankton in the water column and increase the number of cyanobacterial

blooms. More relationships between drought and water quality at this link

www.researchgate.net/publication/268689803_Drought_impacts_on_the_wate..  (2014-2021)
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Gui, we're seeing sources report in Europe there are crying, death stones being revealed in their drought situation. There was a

horriHc drought 500 years ago and the people left inscriptions reading if you can read this message, weep.
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Here is an alternative to a RAM, airlift water pumping from Elgin, TX, for those that don't live along a Rowing water stream, and

instead rely on groundwater wells. However, unlike RAMS, airlift water well pumps require an external source of electrical or wind

power. www.youtube.com/watch  ~~~ www.youtube.com/watch  ~~~

www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJAUTjURjEY?v=MUsohHP9hBE?v=aVC-z3GyLk8   ~~~

windcompressorpumps.com/2016/10/03/air-lift-water-well-pump-in-elgin-t..
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2Corinthiams 5:7 “ for we walk by faith, not by sight.“ While it’s wise to live with less things, this article will turn any faithless person into

an extreme hoarder and less charitable  Thera are some good points in the post and thanks to Dr Mercola for those pragmatic

suggestions
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Where to Stash Your Cash in 2022
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Finance guru Catherine Austin Fitts discusses how to safeguard your Hnances and invest in your community instead of tyrannical

governments and giant corporations

*

Step No. 1 is to think small and spread your cash around in different places, including outside of the banking and brokerage system, such as

keeping cash on hand in your home in a Hreproof safe. Getting rid of debt also increases your resiliency

*

Fitts advises keeping enough nonperishable food on hand to feed your family for two years, and stocking up on as many other household

goods as you can now, before inRation drives up the cost of goods even more. This includes seeds, bulk food, oJce supplies and more

*

You can also invest in silver and gold coins, even using them with your neighbors and community as your own local form of currency,

allowing you to break free from the centrally controlled Hnancial system

*

Investing in infrastructure, such as a well for water, orchards for food or building your own energy supply, is also wise and can lower your

overhead costs signiHcantly

*
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davidle
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The faithless person probably will not be charitable under any circumstance, it's called greed and covetousness.
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TheBearRuns
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Yes ela I see preparation as physical, mental and most deHnitely spiritual, i.e. to have your priorities in life in order. "Do not be

anxious, saying, What shall we eat?’ or What shall we drink?’ or What shall we wear?’ For the Gentiles seek after all these things,

and your heavenly Father knows that you need them all. But seek Hrst the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and ALL THESE

THINGS will be added to you."
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM
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Faith has nothing to do with it; an often baseless trust in hearsay and/or dogma. Rather, what is needed is sound judgement and

basic decency, which decadence sadly erodes. Some selHshness to essential to gather at least meet our basic needs and even to

pragmatically prepare for future crisis; it is shameful hypocrisy to criticise this. Only via this rational drive can we gather excess

to maybe help others with little or no, often stupid, self-sacriHce. Of course, excessive selHshness, even avarice, can be our

undoing, even cause our fall into debt and/or corruption, e.g. the "keep up with the Jones" vanity-debt trap, including the not

wealthy trying to imitate unhealthy wealthy decadence!

Many pushes for charity turned out to be disingenuous or ignore the root causes of the need, which are better met by helping

people to help themselves. Live Aid, decades ago, was a classic example of parasitic "charity", as are many current major

charities! Thoughtless charity can ironically prove ultimately destructive e.g. providing/installing water pumps, etc. can ironically

make things worse by allowing a population increase past the new resource supply limits, with sooner depletion and a far greater

disaster, or by provide harmful resources, like Arsenic tainted water.
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visiwig
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One thing that is very important for any Christian: make sure you have plenty of hard copy complete bibles. It won't be long before 1)

you won't be able to use online versions and 2) all copies of the bible will be censored.
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henrysmom
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I’ve even buried two copies in the backyard. Sounds extreme but the writing is on the wall. I’ve even bought a few extra Bibles at

the used bookstore. As things deteriorate I believe more people will come to Christ and may not be able to access a Bible.
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Dar2227
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About the Hre proof safe, I bought one for our business. Then, I talked to a Fire Marshall who explained to me that during a Hre the safe

would survive but the papers inside would not. They would all be incinerated. Something to investigate.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM
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I watched a guy investigate safes on YouTube. Fire Marshall is correct, the safes he tested were Hne the documents and fake

currency were toast. I was told to buy a safe from a dealer that also sells gun safes, they make money safes that do protect

currency. They're expensive even for a small one. Something to consider.
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A true Hre-safe will not just be heat conductive metal, but also contain heat insulating layers like ceramics and/or Hbre glass; I

have a chunky lockable document box version. If you used a Bunsen burner for Chemistry classes, you will have seen some of

these heat insulating materials.
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One of the problems with storing food is that most food nowadays has an expiration date and it is very short. Most foods that you used

to could store for more than 10 years now expires in a matter of months. Seeds I plant in my garden are supposedly only good for one

year even though many or most will sprout and grow crops with no changes for more than 10 years. Also, I like to keep at least a year's

supply of the supplements that I think are most valuable. But again, supplements that used to store Hne for 2 to 4 years now only last 6

months to a year.

For example, Hsh oil capsules used to store 2 to 4 years. But the latest Herring oil I got from Dr Mercola expire in about 6 months. Could

be hard to get Dr Mercola's supplements shipped all the way from Florida during a major crisis. If you take all of the supplements that

are marketed as extremely important, you will spend many times more money on supplements than you do on organic food. You can

never get the quality in fresh food as you can get in high quality supplements.

They say you can't eat silver coins, so nobody wants them. But people fail to see that you also can't eat electronic stock certiHcates or

electronic currencies. In any crisis, our government has evolved into a printing press and will print dollars as long as they have any

value at all. Our government no longer has any moral standards and all laws are being challenged by our courts and are constantly

being bent to favor those with unlimited money.

Advantage of silver coins is there are lots of them, but governments can't deRate their worth by printing more of them, so they are a

perfect way to exchange for products you need. Silver coins are already getting hard to get as mints are printing less and less of them.

Most people now buy electronic silver in the form of an ETF assuming the company that runs the ETF really backs all of those

electronic certiHcates in silver bars. Impossible to covert electronic silver bars into cash or coins.
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All polyunsaturated oils are, by their very nature, unstable, which is why Dr Mercola is more honest about their expected safe

lifespan; in reality all such oils should be kept refrigerated, or better frozen, in light blocking containers, and never stored/shipped

at room temperature! It would be far better to store saturated fat, and maybe some extra virgin Coconut oil, which the body

should be able to convert into polyunsaturated oils, as needed. How can polyunsaturated oils be essential from diet, yet

ruminants and carnivores seem to do Hne without them?

In a serious crisis, barter goods and skills can be far more valuable than precious metal anything, unless supported by an

authority with weapons, or larger sellers, like merchants, who are able to safely trade precious metals for external goods. Silver

maybe be useful for protective eating/drinking uses, e.g. possibly the real basis of the "Silver Spoon" gripe of the poor. Precious

metals should probably be considered best as savings, which may only be valuable after a crisis has ended.
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Joined On 4/28/2021 12:57:58 PM
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learning to grow a quick garden that harvests in ten days. plant greens thick like grass and cut every ten days or when four inches high.

and make sauerkraut that is done in eight days make a storm shelter out of a large water tank or septic tank buried.
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Zorida family
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I believe in God and the Bible.... Prov 22:3 “A prudent man foresees the diJculties ahead and prepares for them; the simpleton goes

blindly on and suffers the consequences.”
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visiwig
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@TheBearRuns, I agree with your quoting Jesus as saying: "Do not be anxious, saying, What shall we eat?’ or What shall we drink?’ or

What shall we wear?’ For the Gentiles seek after all these things, and your heavenly Father knows that you need them all. But seek Hrst

the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and ALL THESE THINGS will be added to you." I would say this means not being afraid to ask

our Heavenly Father if He wants us to use our resources, our money, to the furtherance of His Kingdom. In other words we should be

prepared to invest in His Kingdom. This does not mean not being wise though. We must be innocent as doves but wiley as serpents as

Jesus said.

We must also ask Him to show us where we are looking after "No One" and where we are being wise. We ourselves, are only able to do

small things. But for example, I have bought paraJn and paraJn lamps because I think we will be able to supply neighbours with light,

as well as ourselves. I think anything we store up - and that's ok if you have room - must be with a view to not only "look after No One"

but with an attitude of sharing with others (not just our friends and family) because our Heavenly Father is like that. And He is able to

provide for us when we come to the end of our resources.
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Ecclesiastes 11:2 Give a portion to seven, and also to eight; for thou knowest not what evil shall be upon the earth. Dollars (whether in

cash, stocks, or retirement plans) are just ONE investment (and dollars are being massively devalued to diminish INDEPENDENCE).

Diversity = land, soil, water, SKILLS, stores, medicines/herbs/supplements, equipment, neighborhood networks, other trading media

(silver, booze, goods, etc).  When the dollar collapses we will relearn the meaning of true wealth. Be prepared.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are excellent ideas. I have thought and done all of them to varying degrees except for the 2 year food storage. That takes a lot of

space and time not to mention a hit on the Hnances. Must also be done slowly so as not to arouse suspicions but nonetheless a

necessary requirement, to say the least.
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Joined On 1/17/2020 2:49:30 AM
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In Sweden cash has been push out of the usage for a long time. Shops don't accept it anymore (except grocery shops). You cannot pay

bills with cash anymore... All is virtual...
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QuebecCity
Joined On 8/3/2008 1:30:39 AM
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A very ancient book forecasted that a loaf of bread would cost a day's wages.
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I completely concur with your last comment Polly. M son instinctively did not want to attend any more schooling. He's learnt so much

more through his own natural curiosity, and without any indoctrination !
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poplegendpop
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The word "trust" is used a lot in the video. In the coming times, I would trust no one, especially family members. It will come down to

every man for himself. Trusting a human would be your downfall. Take full responsibility for your survival and depend on no one for help

as much as you can. I hope your in good physical shape and not taking any pharmaceuticals. Cash is coming to an end and going

digital. You'll have no control of your money quite likely by the end of 2022. Executive Order 14067. Read it.
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"Every man for himself"? Gosh how awful. I'm not partaking in that!
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juststeve
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Russel Brand the real reason behind the lockdowns. www.youtube.com/watch  Adds to the article by showing how so much has been

funneled into faux wealth, never really there in the Hrst place, with the Predator$ who bail before they pop the bubble leaving humanity,

life itself paying the consequences. (Long past time to head out to the turtle step projects of real wealth and the projects adding value

to this kind of wealth. Daylight is burning, so is my candle.)
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Her recommendations are a lot more rational vs the previous guy who was a bitcoin advocate and charged people for membership.

Can't remember his name but Dr Mercola had an article on him within the past year.. and he recommended XLE as it was rising and as

you can tell it has gone down.. but Fitts is much more grounded in her recommendations since many think bitcoin can make or lose

money, but won't help in a major catastrophe. She gets that...
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Not sure why my comment isn't posting. Maybe outside links to other websites aren't allowed?  Regarding water: it's worth searching

and being familiar with the following Water Liberty Project Primary Water Technologies Primary Water Institute
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Regarding water, it's worth becoming familiar with the following: www.studiozerophotography.com/waterlibertyproject

 www.primarywatertechnologies.com  www.primarywaterinstitute.org
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What was the supplement or medicine or natural anti-bacterial supplement that Dr. Mercola said would be the most important thing to

have on hand for this kind of crisis? Was it oregano oil or grapefruit seed extract or colloidal silver or something completely different.

Someone mentioned he was going to tell people on a video interview he did but I never heard what it was. Can anyone help? Thank you!
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Dr. Mercola
Joined On 12/21/1997 7:06:45 PM

Nebulized peroxide. Use Bitchute and type in mercola peroxide for all the videos.
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Ronald_H
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Being way into preparedness, I expect economic collapse, so I don't keep cash. I trade all that for preparedness supplies. Excess of that

will have barter value.
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Re: water - Recommend checking out the following. I'm not an expert but have spoken with people involved in this. It would be good to

bring more awareness and discussion to this topic. www.studiozerophotography.com/waterlibertyproject

 www.primarywatertechnologies.com
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